Dr. Robby
Department of Computing and Information Sciences
234 Nichols Hall
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66506

December 12, 2005

Dear Dr. Robby:

In my capacity as a Technical Inspector for the Mr. Yong Peng’s Master of Software Engineering project (“Bogor-Java Environment for Eclipse”) I have reviewed all the documents requested.

There are two areas of concern that you, and the committee, should be aware of. The first is that the testing plan was not as thorough as I would expect. There was no mention of unit testing and no mention of test coverage. I believe that both should have been mentioned and used in an effort to fully test as well as understand where the testing could be failing.

The second concern is that there was no code review specified for the technical inspectors. Including a code review seems like a logical portion of any technical inspection that could provide valuable feedback to the student as well as the committee.

With those concerns in mind, I assign a passing score to the project’s design artifacts which I was asked to review.

Sincerely,

Todd Wallentine
Research Associate
SAnToS Laboratory